Construction of the ISS Analytic Subsample

Cohort 1
53 active R-Lists from 50 programs
[1744 children]

RCT Analytic Sample
111 Active R-Lists
from 79 VPK programs
[2990 children]

Cohort 2
58 active R-Lists from 58 programs
[1246 children]

1373 children excluded: 1305 did
not have parental consent, 68 had
consent but were on R-Lists that
a
became inactive
25 R-Lists became inactive

371 children on 28
active R-Lists
b
with parental consent

867 children on 58
active R-Lists with
c
parental consent

64 children excluded: 56 did not
have any end of pre-k outcome data;
8 had data but were on R-Lists that
a
became inactive
5 R-Lists became inactive

307 children on 23
active R-Lists with
end of pre-k data

761 children on 53
active R-Lists with end
of pre-k data

106 children excluded: 98 did not
have any end of pre-k outcome data;
8 had data but were on R-Lists that
a
became inactive
5 R-Lists became inactive

3 children excluded: 2 with
d
e
outlier scores ; 1 unknown

304 children on 23
active R-Lists

2 children added: ineligible for RCT
sample but consented for ISS
subsample

306 children on 23
active R-Lists

770 children on 53
active R-Lists

9 children added: ineligible for RCT
sample but consented for ISS
subsample

379 children excluded who did not
have parental consent
a
No R-Lists became inactive

ISS Analytic Sample
76 Active R-Lists
from 58 VPK programs
[1076 children]
a

R-Lists became inactive for use in the ISS subsample when they no longer had at least one consented child who attended VPK and one who did not attend.
Of the 337 children in Cohort 1 ineligible for the RCT analytic sample, parental consent for participation in the ISS subsample was obtained for 11 children.
c
Of the 347 children in Cohort 2 ineligible for the RCT analytic sample, parental consent for participation in the ISS subsample was obtained for 72 children.
d
Distributions of propensity scores created from baseline variables were compared for the Cohort 1 VPK participant and nonparticipant groups in a preliminary
screening. Two children with outlier scores at opposite extremes of those distributions were trimmed from the sample on the basis of that screening.
e
Child was initially identified as ineligible for the ISS subsample, but that may have been an error. There is insufficient information to resolve this ambiguity.
b

